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Abstract Etymological hypotheses often require erudite knowledge of the complex histories of words, both in terms of sound change and semantic evolution. I propose to describe how careful philological methods, initially elaborated for well-documented languages, can be applied profitably to explore the lexicons of seventeen previously undocumented languages of northern Vanuatu. After an overview of the methodology of lexical reconstruction, I will examine a specific domain of cultural and anthropological interest: the notions of mind, soul, spirit, ghost, supernatural powers and related concepts. The search for etymologies associated with these terms will provide a starting point for uncovering some important spiritual representations of Vanuatu societies, past and present. In particular, ancient semantic connections will highlight the central role played by ancestral spirits in the cultural landscape and social practices of this part of the world.
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1. Studying etymology with unwritten languages Many linguists are familiar with etymologies in Indo-European languages, and how they help us discover invisible threads between words that have become widely separated in form or in meaning.1 Etymology teaches us that miracle, marvel and mirror all stem from a single Latin verb mīrāri ‘wonder, admire’ – respectively via its derived nouns mīrāculum, Late Latin mīrābilia, and Old French mireor. The deep-reaching insights of Proto Indo-European reconstruction even allow us to find connections between the words idea, view, advice, story and witty: they all stem ultimately from a single PIE root whose form can be reconstructed as *weyd ‘see, know’ (cf. Chantraine 1968: 796). Similar etymological links can be drawn between quick, vital, bio and zoo HIW /ɔ/; LTG /ɛ/; LHI /æ/; LYP /ɪ/; VLW /ɪ/; MTP /ɛ/; LMG /ɛ/; VRA /ɛ/; MSN /ɛ/; MTA /a/; NUM /ɛ/; DRG /aː/; KRO /ɛa/; OLR /a/; LKN /æ/; MRL /ɛ/.



VRS



/œ/;



A similar reasoning holds for the second correspondence set in ‘hibiscus’ (3), yet with a different set of vowels, as listed in (6): (6)



Vowel correspondence set II: /ɔ/; MSN /ɔ/; HIW



/ɔ/; LHI /ɒ/; LYP /ɪ/; VLW /ɛ/; MTP /ɛ/; LMG /ɛ/; VRA /ɛ/; VRS /œ/; MTA /a/; NUM /a/; DRG /aː/; KRO /ɛa/; OLR /a/; LKN /a/; MRL /ɔɞ/.



LTG



If we know that ‘hibiscus’ is fau in Samoan and valu in Gela of the Solomon Islands (Ross, Pawley, and Osmond 2008: 139), it is safe to conclude that the vowel set (6) reflects a former sequence *(C)á(C)u, which also went through umlaut, generally with back reflexes rather than front. Thus (6) can be rewritten as a historical process (6’): (6’)



*(C)á(C)u > HIW /ɔ/; LTG /ɔ/; LHI /ɒ/; LYP /ɪ/; VLW /ɛ/; MTP /ɛ/; LMG /ɛ/; VRA /ɛ/; MSN /ɔ/; MTA /a/; NUM /a/; DRG /aː/; KRO /ɛa/; OLR /a/; LKN /a/; MRL /ɔɞ/.



VRS



/œ/;



The same demonstration could be made for other combinations of the five proto-vowels – e.g. *(C)á(C)e, *(C)ó(C)a, *(C)ú(C)i…: each former trochaic foot is reflected by a single set of regular vowels similar to (4’) and (6’). François (2005) lists all regular correspondences, and shows that this process of umlaut or metaphony is the key to understanding the complexification of vowel systems in the area. Overall, the historical hypothesis of metaphony provides a powerful way to disentangle the phonetic history of the area, and retrieve regularity behind modern diversity.



3.2. Reconstructing protoforms By combining the regularities observed on consonants and on vowels, it is possible to reconstruct entire words. For example, if the cognate set {β:f…} reflects a protophoneme *β and {ᶢʟ:r:j…} reflects *r, and if the hypothesis on vowels (4’) is correct, then the whole cognate set for ‘stingray’ (2) can be understood as the modern result of a set of regular sound changes that affected a single protoform *βari. Using the same procedure, one can securely reconstruct *βati for ‘four’, and *βaru for ‘hibiscus’. Once a protoform has been reconstructed, it can be represented as the source of a given cognate set. Thus, whereas (2) above was just a list of modern forms, (2’) entails a historical claim that all the forms are cognate, and that they reflect the specific protoform that is given as the header:
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(2’)



*βari ‘stingray’  HIW βɔᶢʟ;



LTG



βɛr;



LHI



n-βæj;



n-βɛr; VRA fɛr; VRS βœr; MSN βɛr; OLR βaj; LKN βæː; MRL nɛ-βɛr. LMG



LYP



n-βɪj;



βar;



MTA



NUM



VLW



n-βɪj;



fɛr;



DRG



MTP



βaːr;



nɛ-βɛj; KRO



βɛar;



The forms for ‘hibiscus’ can similarly be subsumed under *βaru: (3’)



*βaru ‘hibiscus’  HIW βɔᶢʟ; LTG βɔr; LHI n-βɒj; LYP n-βɪj; VLW n-βɛj; MTP nɛ-βɛj; LMG n-βɛr; VRA fɛr; VRS βœr; MSN βɔr; MTA βar; NUM far; DRG βaːr; KRO βɛar; OLR βaj; LKN βaː; MRL nɞ-βɔɞr.



Each starred form constitutes a formula under which all modern forms, in spite of their current phonetic diversity, can thus be subsumed. My current database includes about 650 lexical reconstructions; they are defined at a local level, that of “Proto Torres–Banks”. These reconstructions capture the shared history of cognate words across the various languages of the area. In some cases, the etyma I propose have also been reconstructed at a higher level in the Oceanic tree (cf. Figure 3), with earlier phonological shapes (e.g. POc *paRi ‘stingray’, *paRu ‘hibiscus’, *pat ‘four’). Thus *βari in (2’) is nothing else than the form taken, in Proto Torres–Banks, by the POc etymon *paRi. In other cases, the proposed reconstruction has no other witness outside the Torres–Banks area, and therefore represents a local innovation. In the remainder of this chapter, I will usually mention when an etymon can be traced back to earlier times; otherwise, my reconstructions will be internal to the northern Vanuatu area.



3.3. Avoiding false etymologies Establishing the regular sound correspondences for each language in the area is crucial for the purpose of etymological research. This is a safe step in order to assess the cognacy between words that are potentially related, and avoid unwarranted hypotheses based on mere similarities or folk etymologies. Let me take just one example. In Vurës, the form wʊl has two meanings: it is a noun meaning ‘moon, month’, and it is also a geocentric directional for short distances, along vectors parallel to the shore, pointing towards Southeast. It would have been tempting to suggest a connection between the two meanings: the space directional could originate, say, in the position of the moon at certain times of the year. However, such a hypothesis is ruled out by cross-linguistic comparison, provided one pays attention to regular sound correspondences. Vurës wʊl ‘moon, month’ belongs to the cognate set in (7). Based on regular correspondences, the best reconstruction here is a proto-form *βula – itself a regular reflex of POc *pulan ‘moon, month’ (Ross, Pawley, and Osmond 2003: 158): (7)



*βula ‘moon, month’  VLW n-wʊl; MTP nʊ-wʊl; LMG n-wʊl; MTA βla; KRO βʊl; OLR βʊl; LKN βʊl; MRL nʊ-βʊl.



VRA



fulʊ;



VRS



wʊl;



MSN



wʊl;



As for the Vurës directional wʊl, its equivalents in other languages of Vanua Lava present different vowels. Regular vowel correspondences point to an etymon *βolo: (8a)



*βolo  ‘geocentric directional for short distances parallel to the shore, pointing Southeast’: LMG wœl; VRA wʊl; VRS wʊl; MSN wɔl.



Other northern Vanuatu languages reflect this root *βolo as a reduplicated form *βoloβolo, with various related meanings: (8b) *βoloβolo  ‘sideways, across’: (8c)



*βoloβolo  [N] ‘a crossbeam’:



HIW MTP



wojwoj;



MTA



wolowolo.



na-sal-wɔlwɔl;
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VRS



wʊlʊwʊl;



LKN



wɔlwɔl.
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(8d) *βoloβolo  [N] ‘a cross, incl. Christian cross; (astr.) the Southern Cross’: MTP nɔ-wɔlwɔl; MTA wolowolo; MRL nɔ-wɔlwɔl. The best reconstruction for the latter set (8a-d) is a root *βolo ‘crossways, across’ – and this is demonstrably the source of the directional in Vanua Lava languages (François 2010; in prep.). It so happens that the two sequences of syllables *(C)ú(C)a and *(C)ó(C)o are both regularly reflected by the same vowel /ʊ/ in modern Vurës, which explains the homophony between wʊl ‘moon’ ( 
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